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Abstract. Plagiarism is considered as an unethical act. Over the past few years
its rate has increased considerably due to a widespread access to electronic docu‐
ments on the Web. Existing tools for plagiarism detection are not eﬃcient enough
and if we want to successfully prevent these kind of acts we must improve today’s
plagiarism detection approaches. The paper proposes a framework for improved
detection of plagiarism, where we focus on integration of information from social
networks, information from the Web and semantically enriched visualization of
information about authors and plagiates. Visualization enables exploring data and
seeking of advanced patterns of plagiarism. We also developed a special tool to
support the proposed framework. The results of evaluation confirmed our hypoth‐
esis that employment of social network analysis and advanced visualization tech‐
niques improves plagiarism detection process.
Keywords: Integration · Social network anaylsis · Plagiarism detection process ·
Plagiarism visualisation

1

Introduction

Widespread availability of computers, mobile devices and contents on the Web change
the approaches to teaching and learning processes. At the same time, we have to improve
current plagiarism detection process, to be able to cope with increasing rate of plagiarism
in the way of becoming more eﬃcient.
Plagiarism is defined as unethical act of copying someone else’s work [23]. Culwin
and Lancester defined Four-Stage Plagiarism Detection Process (FSPDP) [6] used to
systematically search for plagiarism in a given set of documents. FSPDP consists of four
stages: collection, analysis, confirmation and investigation. Usually all stages were
performed by human investigator, but with the development of diﬀerent plagiarism
detection methods supported by computers some stages in this process can be fully
automated and some can be automated just in parts [13]. The eﬀectiveness of the detec‐
tion depends on the similarity engine [1, 9]. For a submission to become a plagiate,
confirmation stage must be completed, where the submission is examined and verified
by a human investigator. This stage can also be automated, but false positive and false
negative results may occur. Any similarity from the second stage, which is concerned
as positive, is further considered in the investigation stage.
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Most of the today’s approaches [1] for detecting plagiarism are focused on the first two
stages, leaving the investigator to perform latter two stages manually. That was a motiva‐
tion for us to propose an approach where we focus on social aspects of potential plagia‐
rists, by taking into account their social network connections and information on the Web
to support investigator’s work in the third stage of FSPDP. We believe that plagiarism
detection process can be improved by reducing the number of manual examinations of
potential plagiarised work. This could be achieved by employment of new visualization
techniques that enable semantically enriched view of relationships among potential plagi‐
arists. In this way, the confirmation or rejection of plagiarism can be more efficient.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present related work and give the
proposal for solution. Section 3 describes our Social Plagiarism Detection Framework
and supportive software tool. In Sect. 4, we present the evaluation method for assessing
our approach and discuss the obtained results. Section 5 concludes the paper discussing
the possibilities for future work.

2

Related Work

2.1 Approaches and Tools
With the expansion of various types of plagiarism many diﬀerent approaches for plagi‐
arism detection have also emerged, especially with the proliferation of digital documents
on the Web and the advent of social networks. Several successful studies have been
applied to traditional approaches [15, 16, 20] focusing on program code or plain text.
According to [15], there are five diﬀerent types of plagiarism varying from verbatim
copying to advanced types of plagiarism [22] such as copying of ideas and plagiarism
of translated text. The increasing use of computers and Web 2.0 tools have mainly posi‐
tive eﬀect on learning but also increase the possibility of using diﬀerent types of plagi‐
arism [21]. Early approaches to plagiarism detection heavily relied on methods that were
based on string matching while modern methods include document parsing and using a
synonym thesaurus. However neither of these methods perform well when faced with
complex types of plagiarism [15] such as stealing of ideas or translation of the text.
Several approaches have been implemented in various types of software tools
varying from autonomous applications to web services. Applications are run locally and
scan for plagiarisms within a given corpus of documents. On the other hand web services
allow us to search for plagiarisms among several sources on the Internet.
Software tools for detecting plagiarism are used to detect similarities in program
code, text or both. Some of the most commonly used tools for detecting plagiarisms in
source code are Sherlock [12, 16], JPlag [17] and Moss [19]. Their basic functionality
is very simple. Selected submissions are run through similarity engine, which provides
pair-wise results with potential plagiarisms. Modern software for plagiarism detection
in source code is based not only on methods for string matching but also include methods
for searching lexical and structural modifications in programming code [2, 3, 8, 10, 12].
On the other hand WCopyFind [4], Ephorus [7] and TurnItIn [5, 14, 18] are tools for
detecting plagiarisms in free text. They are used to find the amount of text shared between
two or more documents on the basis of fingerprinting [11, 15].
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Despite many different approaches, researchers in [15] point out that currently avail‐
able detection systems have numerous drawbacks which can be divided into two catego‐
ries: (1) issues concerning the user friendliness of today’ detection tools (implementation
of the system) and (2) issues about limitations of the existing technologies for plagiarism
detection.
2.2 Problem Definition and Proposal for Solution
The review of today’s approaches pointed out that the research work is focused on the
first two initial stages - collection (1st stage) and mainly analysis (2nd stage). Majority
of existing approaches conclude the user support by providing pair-wise content simi‐
larity of documents and leaving the investigator to perform confirmation and investi‐
gation stage manually. In our approach we try to focus on social aspects of potential
plagiarists, by taking into account their social network connections, activities and also
information from the Web. This provides improved support for plagiarism detection in
confirmation (3rd stage) and investigation (4th stage). We argue that our approach facil‐
itates plagiarism detection by providing investigator better support. This results in the
reduced number of potential plagiarised work that investigator has to examine manually
and provision of new visualisation techniques that enable semantically enriched view
of relationships. Therefore the confirmation or rejection of plagiarism can be more
eﬃcient. We also provide a tool to support the process that can visualize more corpora
with additional information. That enables the investigator to have an overview of
author’s plagiarism in context of his previous work and work related to his colleagues
not only by content similarity.

3

Social Plagarism Detection Framework

3.1 Descrition of the Proposed System
With introduction of Social Plagiarism Detection Framework (SPDF) we focus on latter
stages of plagiarism detection process (confirmation and investigation) as depicted in
Fig. 1.
Contributions of our approach are as follows: (1) integration of social network
information and information from the Web that facilitates plagiarism detection
process and (2) advanced semantically enriched visualization (semantic graph, cooccurrence matrix) of information about authors and documents that enables exploration
of data in seeking of advanced patterns of plagiarism.
In confirmation stage, the system evaluates the content similarity report provided in
analysis stage and performs additional evaluation of general search engine results and
connectivity of authors on social networks. In case of ambiguity the investigator is
provided with an option to review the social network analysis results. Based on all given
information in the context (content similarity and user connections on social networks)
he can confirm or reject pair-wise plagiarism. The main benefit of our approach is
improved ranking of potential pair-wise plagiarisms where social information and also
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Fig. 1. Social Plagiarism Detection Framework (SPDF).

information from the Web is taken into account and therefore minimizing the eﬀort
required by investigator in confirmation stage. We argue and give comprehensive eval‐
uation in Sect. 4 that impact of social information is statistically significant in performing
plagiarism detection.
We can define P and D as non-empty sets of people and documents respectively,

where W is a set of pairs

with p as an author of a document d

We can further define content similarity

as a set of pairs of documents di and dj, with directed content similarity sij between docu‐
ments. With integration of social information to plagiarism detection we also introduce
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which defines a set of social network connections SN between people and consists of
directed SNdirect and undirected SNundirect social network connections. We can further define
where TW and GP are sets of Twitter and Google + followers respectivelly and FB and
LN are sets of Facebook and LinkedIn connections. Directed social networks are defined
as

and undirected as follows
When determining pairs
of connected people the fuzzy search with employ‐
ment of Levenshtein distance is performed that requires further actions by investigator
in case of ambiguity with multiple account and/or people matching.
We also introduce a set of related items from general search engine SE between
person pi and pj as

There are multiple search queries performed using the following keywords KWij
between pairs
of connected people and are defined as follows:

where
and
are keywords related to person information (e.g. name, surname
etc.) and KWassignment is a set of assignment related keywords to narrow down the result
set.
When performing plagiarism detection, the goal is to define the set of pairs of docu‐
ments DP, where plagiarism has been confirmed:

When using existing approaches, the investigator, who performs plagiarism detec‐
tion, tries to find elements of DP, while considering CS and some tacit knowledge TK
by investigation. The result of confirmation and investigation stage can be defined as a
function checkwoSocio, performed by the investigator

When our approach is utilized, the following function checkwSocio is defined
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that takes into account social information of document authors. We furthermore argue
that employment of checkwSocio is more straightforward than checkwoSocio and enables
investigator to perform the confirmation stage more eﬃciently. This results in total
number of documents suspected of plagiarism that investigator has to manually review
and confirm or reject plagiarism. For evaluation purposes the supporting tool has been
developed to test and compare the aforementioned scenarios.
3.2 Plagiarism Detection Assistant
To support the proposed process, we developed the Plagiarism Detection Assistant
(PDA) tool which supports the following functionalities: (1) creating and managing
projects, (2) integration of existing plagiarism detection tools, (3) automatic acquisition
of social network information and general search engine results, (4) confirming/rejecting
assignments, (5) advanced visualization.
The initial action in the process is creating a project by an investigator and collecting
the submissions. Then the following steps include preparation of data for confirmation
stage: (1) performing content analysis by selected existing plagiarism detection tool,
where pair-wise content similarity report is retrieved and (2) acquisition of social
network information and general search engine results for investigated students.
After data is prepared, investigator enters the confirmation stage. The goal of this
step is to assign one of the following status to the pair-wise assignments by two people
that are considered to perform plagiarism: (1) “not checked” - assignments similarity
has not been considered yet, (2) “rejected” - the assignments are not plagiarisms or (3)
“confirmed” - the assignments are plagiarisms.
When making the decision the PDA tool assists investigator by providing extensive
report of matches found on assignments submitted by diﬀerent authors. There is a history
of all assignments and their corresponding content similarity enriched with social
component. The colours used depict the severity of warnings. When investigator reviews
all provided information he can make a decision and confirms or rejects plagiarism. By
performing these steps the confirmation stage of plagiarism detection is concluded (see
Fig. 1) and investigation can start.
One of the views in PDA tool in investigation stage is depicted in Fig. 2 where
the support for advanced visualization is provided. Investigator can interactively
explore the semantic graph and co-occurrence matrix equipped with information
about content similarity, connectivity on social networks and general search engine
results. The data from social networks and the Web are collected by means of social
network’s public APIs and Web scrapping of publicly available data about authors.
Because we do only pairwise analysis of data from the limited set of people, we
don’t have any problems with processing. By visualising the context of entire group
(e.g. class at University) the investigator can perform plagiarism detection by
exploring group plagiarism (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Support for investigation in PDA tool.

Fig. 3. Pair-wise review.

4

Evaluation of the Approach

4.1 Method
Our approach was evaluated on a case study of 76 students taking one of the lectures
from Computer Science at undergraduate level. Each student had to submit 5 program‐
ming homework assignments during the semester that were later checked for plagiarism.
There were 2 experiments performed with 2 groups of evaluators that followed diﬀerent
approach on the same data set (76 student submitted 5 assignments, where 22 assign‐
ments were missing so in total 358 assignments). Both groups of evaluators had the
common goal - to identify plagiarisms in student work. In the first approach checkwoSocio
evaluators employed MOSS [19] and performed manual investigation on pair-wise
content similarity, while in the second approach checkwSocio our method with additional
social network analysis results was used. The information from social networks
employed in the second approach was extracted from public profiles of students. In our
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case study 54 students had publicly available information on Facebook and 43 students
were active on Twitter. Students were informed about the use of all available public
information in the process of plagiarism detection throughout the course.
The method used for evaluation of aforementioned approaches is generalized linear
model with logistic regression where link function is defined as follows

The logistic regression is applied to a situation where the response variable
Y = cheat_confirmed is dichotomous (0, 1). The model assumes that Y follows a binomial
distribution and it can be a fit to a linear model g(Y). The conditional mean of Y is the
probability π = μY that cheat is confirmed, given a set of X values. The odds that cheat
is confirmed are

and

is the log odds or logit.

We’ve defined two models:

where checkwoSocio is nested model within checkwSocio with the same response variable
Y = cheat_confirmed and diﬀerent predictors XwoSocio and XwSocio, where
XwoSocio ⊆ XwSocio. The predictor variables are as follows: cheat_confirmed is {true, false}
factor with information about confirmed plagiarism from investigator; match_cs is
content similarity sij between documents di and dj, where
; matchfb is a
S{true, false} factor, based on existence of
; matchtw is a {true, false}
factor, based on existance of
and se_hits is a number of search engine
results n between persons pi and pj, where
.
The employment of models checkwoSocio and checkwSocio is not intended to predict
plagiarism but rather for ranking of potential pair-wise plagiats that investigator can
review and confirm in the latter stages of plagiarism detection.
In the conclusion of our experiment we performed a follow-through interviews with
all of the students where they defended their work and evaluators determined if their
submitted work is original. The evaluator’s decisions were then used for cheatconfirmed
response variable to evaluate both models.
4.2 Results and Discussion
When building a model checkwoSocio the results show that the predictor variable match_cs
is significant (p ≤ 9 · 10−6) in predicting the response variable cheat_confirmed. Next
step was to build another model checkwSocio with integrated social information, where
the results of this second model show that all predictor variables match_cs (p ≤ .0025),
match_fb (p ≤ .0289), match_tw (p ≤ .0904) and se_hits (p ≤ .0432) are significant in
predicting the response variable cheat_confirmed. Now we can compare both models,
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which consists of variables that all have significant impact on the prediction by
performing ANOVA with Likelihood Ratios Test (LRT) on both models.
The measure used for comparison is deviance as a distance between two probabilistic
models (in our case with generalized linear model it equals to two time log ratio of
likelihoods between two nested models). Deviance can be regarded as a measure of lack
of fit between model and data. We can conclude that the residual deviance in checkwoSocio
(model 1) is significantly higher (p ≤ 6 · 10−8) than in checkwSocio (model 2). We can
argue that the model 1 has poorer fit to the data and model 2 performs better.
To confirm that results are meaningful we have performed the test for overdispersion
for both models that could lead to distort test standard errors and inaccurate test of
significance. We have performed fitting of the model twice – once with binomial family
and second with quasibinomial family and the results confirmed that overdispersion is
not a problem (the non-central Chi-Squared test was not significant with pwoSocio = .977
and pwSocio = .990). We have also assessed the model adequacy by checking for unusually
high values in the hat values, studentized residuals and Cook’s D statistics. The results
of these tests also confirmed that the models are adequate.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Plagiarism detection approaches mainly focus on the first two stages of FSPDP.
However that is not suﬃcient to successfully reveal authors that are performing unethical
acts relating to plagiarism, because we also have to deal with false positive and false
negative results from the analysis stage.
To become more eﬀective in the process of plagiarism detection we proposed
approach and PDA software tool, that’s able to successfully support the human work in
confirmation and investigation stage. In confirmation stage we can eﬃciently narrow
the set of potential plagiarists from previous stages and in investigation stage we can
visualize the relationships among potential plagiarists with additional semantic infor‐
mation. The evaluation of two diﬀerent models, on selected case study, demonstrates
that the obtained results are significant. This proves that the inclusion of social network
information of document’s authors facilitates plagiarism detection process against the
approach where these information from the social networks and the Web is not employed
in manual decision making process of confirmation and investigation of plagiarism
performed by human investigator.
Future work will focus on improving the framework by further analysis of social
network connections between suspicious authors. The mutual communication will be
analysed by using advanced methods for text analysis. We will also try to find the correla‐
tion between authors’ mutual messages and plagiarism between their submitted documents.
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